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Introduction: Research Context 

 

This research examines aspects of the Second World War (AD 1939-45) anti-

invasion defences constructed in Wales from an archaeological perspective.1 

Defences were prepared against a possible German invasion of the United 

Kingdom (UK) from Ireland and profoundly affected the landscape of Wales. A 

wide range of structures were built, including beach defences, coast artillery 

batteries, inland stop lines (Fig. 1) and defended airfields (Fig. 2). The theme 

has been the subject of popular interest since the 1980s,2 subsequently 

attracting professional archaeological interest from the mid-1990s.3 The 

researcher’s activity to date has focused on undertaking an archaeological 

desk-based assessment to gain information about the known or potential 

military defence resource within Wales. 

 

                                            
1
 The author wishes to acknowledge the ongoing financial support of his employer, Cadw, for 

the purposes of undertaking this research. The Welsh Assembly Government is the devolved 
government of Wales. Cadw is the Welsh Assembly Government’s historic environment 
service. 
2
 Wills 1985. 

3
 Dobinson 1996. 
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Figure 1: Concrete anti-tank obstacles on the A48 to the west of Cardiff at 
Coedarhydyglyn Park, Vale of Glamorgan. The obstacles were known as 
dragon’s teeth or pimples. They are out of situ, but indicate an adjacent 
roadblock, which was probably disturbed during carriageway widening. 
 

 

Figure 2: Air Ministry type pillbox with Light Anti-Aircraft annexe, RAF 
Bodorgan, Anglesey. It was designed to counter both land and air-based 
invasion. 
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Methodology 

 

The study is positioned within the wider fields of research relating to conflict 

archaeology4 and contemporary archaeology,5 and more distantly to historical 

archaeology.6 The approach is broadly post-processual, emphasising that 

archaeological and historical evidence are more than sources about the past. 

Objects and records possess efficacy, being active elements in the 

construction and transformation of people, landscapes and society.7 

 

The researcher adopted a methodology that applied traditional archaeological 

approaches to study the recent past. Given that defence schemes were 

designed on a national scale, a landscape rather than a site-oriented 

approach is advocated. Moving beyond the traditional debate casting 

archaeology as the handmaiden to history,8 the implemented methodology 

asserts parity in status between archaeological and historical evidence 

utilising a cross-disciplinary and complementary approach. 

 

The literature review demonstrated that there was a virtual absence of 

published information relating to the construction of anti-invasion defences, 

the army’s operational and administrative organisational structure or the 

presence/change of army formations and units in Wales. The standard source 

for Second World War orders of battle purposefully omitted references to 

British Home Forces.9 Without this information it is impossible for the 

researcher to identify the formations or units responsible for constructing anti-

invasion works and to identify their war diaries, which often allow defence 

works to be dated and their form or extent described properly. 

 

                                            
4
 Schofield, Johnson and Beck 2002; Schofield 2005. 

5
 Buchli and Lucas 2001. 

6
 Hicks and Beaudry 2006; Little 2007. 

7
 Moreland 2010: 276-301. 

8
 Noel Hume 1964. 

9
 Joslen 2003: iv. 
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An archaeological desk-based assessment was undertaken to gain 

information about the subject and to identify sources of information.10 An 

archival research project was undertaken at The National Archives to 

establish the historical context. It aimed to identify the army’s command and 

control structure in Wales, the formations and units present, their respective 

geographic operational areas and how these elements changed through time 

from September 1939 to the end of 1942, by which time anti-invasion defence 

schemes had reached their most elaborate forms. It also aimed to identify the 

location, armament and personnel establishment of coast artillery batteries, 

together with describing their evolving administrative and operational 

organisational structure. In addition, War Office registered files were 

examined to establish the chronology, location, character and extent of the 

different types of defence works constructed at a national scale, with a view to 

identifying useful areas to be used as case studies. 

 

The National Archives’ online catalogue was queried and the results 

demonstrated that many war diaries and related registered files were 

preserved. Relevant documents were photographed using a digital SLR 

camera on a copy stand11 and then printed out and organised into folders for 

local analysis.  

 

 

Major sources 

 

Given the lack of published information pertaining to Wales, the author 

identified a diverse, but complementary range of evidence. 

 

                                            
10

 The definition of desk-based assessment is a programme of assessment of the known or 
potential archaeological resource within a specified area or site. The purpose of desk-based 
assessments is to gain information about the known or potential archaeological resource 
within a given area or site (including the presence or absence, character and extent, date, 
integrity, state of preservation and relative quality of the potential archaeological resource). 
IFA 2008: 2. 
11

 JISC 2010. 
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Documentary sources 

 

Selected files from The National Archives were identified and examined, 

including army war diaries (series WO 166),12 coast artillery Fort Record 

Books (series WO 192)13 and miscellaneous registered files relating to 

defence works construction (series WO 199).14 The online catalogues of 

archives held by Local Record Offices in Wales15 were searched 

systematically to identify useful sources, but these were found to be of limited 

use for this study. 

 

Aerial photographic collections 

 

The major collections of wartime and post-war Royal Air Force (RAF) aerial 

photography held by the Welsh Assembly Government’s Central Registry of 

Aerial Photographs in Wales (CRAPW) provide a unique overview of the 

militarisation of Wales. RAF Medmenham recorded oblique photographs of 

parts of Wales from 1940-45. RAF National survey 1:10,000 scale vertical 

photography was collected from 1945-52. Similar collections are held by the 

Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales 

(RCAHMW).16 

 

Cartographic evidence 

 

Military war diaries and registered files referred to defence sites using the 

Cassini military grid reference system developed by the British Army’s 

                                            
12

 See: 
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/catalogue/displaycataloguedetails.asp?CATLN=3&CATID
=13226&SearchInit=4&SearchType=6&CATREF=wo+166 (accessed April 2011). 
13

 See: 
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/catalogue/displaycataloguedetails.asp?CATLN=3&CATID
=13252&SearchInit=4&SearchType=6&CATREF=wo+192 (accessed April 2011). 
14

 See: 
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/catalogue/displaycataloguedetails.asp?CATLN=3&CATID
=13259&SearchInit=4&SearchType=6&CATREF=wo+199 (accessed April 2011). 
15

 See: http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/a2a/ (accessed April 2011). 
16

 See: http://www.rcahmw.gov.uk/ (accessed April 2011). 

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/catalogue/displaycataloguedetails.asp?CATLN=3&CATID=13226&SearchInit=4&SearchType=6&CATREF=wo+166
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/catalogue/displaycataloguedetails.asp?CATLN=3&CATID=13226&SearchInit=4&SearchType=6&CATREF=wo+166
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/catalogue/displaycataloguedetails.asp?CATLN=3&CATID=13252&SearchInit=4&SearchType=6&CATREF=wo+192
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/catalogue/displaycataloguedetails.asp?CATLN=3&CATID=13252&SearchInit=4&SearchType=6&CATREF=wo+192
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/catalogue/displaycataloguedetails.asp?CATLN=3&CATID=13259&SearchInit=4&SearchType=6&CATREF=wo+199
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/catalogue/displaycataloguedetails.asp?CATLN=3&CATID=13259&SearchInit=4&SearchType=6&CATREF=wo+199
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/a2a/
http://www.rcahmw.gov.uk/
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Geographic Section, General Staff (GSGS). The Cassini system is 

incompatible with the National Grid Reference system used today by the 

Ordnance Survey. A set of original wartime one-inch to one-mile scale GSGS 

maps has been obtained for Wales, so that defence positions can be plotted 

into a Geographic Information System (GIS). 

 

The archaeological resource 

 

There is no central database that records all of the anti-invasion defences in 

Wales. The Council for British Archaeology’s Defence of Britain (DOB) project 

ran from 1995 to 2002 and used volunteers to identify sites. Volunteers 

recorded c. 550 defence sites in Wales, but this is known to be only a small 

fraction of the overall population. The DOB database is available online via 

the Archaeology Data Service,17 but the database has not been updated since 

2002. 

 

The DOB dataset was uploaded onto the RCAHMW’s National Monument 

Record for Wales (NMRW)18 and the four regional Historic Environment 

Records (HER) held by the Welsh Archaeological Trusts.19 New sites are 

added to the NMRW and HERs, but Second World War anti-invasion 

defences have not been the subject of systematic recording exercises. 

 

 

Results 

 

A brief overview of the results of the archival research is offered here. 

Research has identified the surviving war diaries for Western Command, 

Area/Districts, Sub Areas and Garrisons, together with the mobile and static 

Army formations and units present in Wales for the period September 1939-

                                            
17

 See: http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/specColl/dob/ai_q.cfm (accessed April 2011). 
18

 Coflein is the online database for the National Monuments Record of Wales (NMRW). See: 
http://www.coflein.gov.uk/ (accessed April 2011). 
19

 The four Welsh HERs can be searched online. See: http://www.archwilio.org.uk/ (accessed 
April 2011). 

http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/specColl/dob/ai_q.cfm
http://www.coflein.gov.uk/
http://www.archwilio.org.uk/
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42. Their content has been analysed in relation to information relating to the 

construction of anti-invasion defences in Wales. The administrative and 

operational frameworks utilised in Wales during this period have been 

identified and their chronological and spatial development through time 

described. A detailed military organisational biography has been constructed 

for the first time. This work will help identify case study areas and act as an 

index to the large volume of material collected from The National Archives. 

 

Preserved Operation Instructions within these war diaries allowed the 

construction of a chronological and spatial framework detailing all of the 

higher level operational formations (including one Corps and eight Divisions) 

that were either based within, or had an operational role in, Wales. The roles 

and tasks of different formations and units were also recorded. Seven lower 

order operational formations (Brigades and Regiments) were identified as 

being active in Wales. The war diaries of these formations were examined in 

order to identify the relevant combat and combat support units that may have 

been responsible for constructing anti-invasion defences and these unit 

diaries were examined in turn. 

 

The defence works files form discrete groups focusing on concrete defence 

works policy, anti-tank minefields and inland defences. The contents provide a 

useful indication of the location, form and development of various types of 

defences. 

 

For coast artillery sites, research demonstrated that at least twenty-six 

different coast battery units occupied the sixteen operational coast battery 

sites in Wales between late 1939 and the end of 1942. Only seven operational 

Fort Record Books and six unit war diaries are preserved for Welsh coast 

batteries. An overview of the development, changing provision, extent and 

occupation can be constructed with reasonable confidence for most coast 

artillery battery sites and a contextual narrative can be constructed for Wales.  
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Future work 

 

With the completion of the archival phase, the author is currently undertaking 

GIS training and identifying sources of digital datasets. Work to select case 

study areas is underway. The fieldwork phase will comprise of field 

observation with sites recorded on the GIS for spatial analysis. 
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